A very fast and compact implementation of the derived key Derivation function from
RFC 2898 AUTOCODE Description: The primary Autocode implementation of the
Autocoder from RFC 4056 AES-256 Description: The AES 256 bit version. Allows
the use of authenticated encryption with keys of 256 bits and is a common choice
JCA Description: JCE (Java Cryptography Extension) APIs Serpent Description: A
block cipher based on the RC5 design. Provides the strongest encryption available for
256 bit keys. BASE-256 Description: A very compact and fast implementation of the
base of the SHA-256 cryptographic hash function OID Description: OpenSSL Object
Identification interface. Allows for the use of extended cryptography libraries
Cast128 Description: A 128 bit block cipher based on the DES design. Provides a
very strong encryption standard Blowfish Description: An efficient and secure block
cipher. Provides a strong encryption standard. AES-128 Description: A 128 bit block
cipher based on the AES design. Provides a strong encryption standard. Salsa20
Description: An excellent and secure stream cipher. Provides an excellent encryption
standard. 3DES Description: A 168 bit block cipher based on the DES design.
Provides a strong encryption standard Rijndael Description: A 192 bit block cipher
based on the Rijndael design. Provides a strong encryption standard Cast3DES
Description: A 192 bit block cipher based on the DES design. Provides a strong
encryption standard RC4 Description: A very strong stream cipher. Provides a weak
encryption standard Tiger Description: A very strong hash function. Provides a weak
encryption standard. MD5 Description: A 160 bit hash function. Provides a weak
encryption standard. RipeMD-160 Description: A 160 bit hash function. Provides a
weak encryption standard. SHA256 Description: A 256 bit hash function. Provides a
strong encryption standard. SHA512 Description: A 512 bit hash function. Provides a
strong encryption standard. Haval-256 Description: A 256 bit hash function. Provides
a strong encryption standard. RIPEMD-160 Description: A 160 bit hash function.
Provides a weak encryption standard. RAWTROT Description: Raw implementation
of the ROT (ROTate) for the JWT (Json Web Token) standard RAWTROT_CAST
Description: Raw implementation of the ROT (R 70238732e0
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Keymacro is a Windows-based macro recorder application for quick text
replacement and documentation creation. KEYMACRO's flexible and easy to use
interface allows users to easily record, edit, and playback macros by selecting blocks
of text in any application and any document format. The macro recording process
can be adjusted for the duration of the macro, size, and playback speed, and users
can choose to edit their macros during playback or show them in a separate window.
Keymacro can export macros in two different file formats: WordML and Text files.
Additionally, users can export recorded macros to a disk file. Create and edit text
macros. Click on the menu icon in the upper-right corner of the interface to select a
document, a tab in the document, a menu in the application or a menu item in any
other application. Once the text or selection is highlighted, simply click on the
"Record Macro" button to record a macro. The process of recording takes less than a
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second and the new Macro is highlighted in the active editor. Users can then click on
the "Edit Macro" button to edit, delete, rename, or organize the currently recorded
macros. Click on the menu icon in the upper-right corner of the interface to select a
document, a tab in the document, a menu in the application or a menu item in any
other application. Once the text or selection is highlighted, simply click on the "Edit
Macro" button to edit, delete, rename, or organize the currently recorded macros.
Click on the menu icon in the upper-right corner of the interface to select a
document, a tab in the document, a menu in the application or a menu item in any
other application. Once the text or selection is highlighted, simply click on the
"Playback Macro" button to show the macro. Click on the menu icon in the upperright corner of the interface to select a document, a tab in the document, a menu in
the application or a menu item in any other application. Once the text or selection is
highlighted, simply click on the "Playback Macro" button to show the macro. Click
on the menu icon in the upper-right corner of the interface to select a document, a
tab in the document, a menu in the application or a menu item in any other
application. Once the text or selection is highlighted, simply click on the "Playback
Macro" button to show the macro. Export macros to WordML or Text files. Click on
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